
On theoretical frameworks and internet memes

The artist is the person who invents the means to 
bridge between biological inheritance and the 
environments created by technological innovation
Marshall McLuhan

If it is true that, as Wark (2004) puts it, “education is slavery” (loc. 176), and if the major 

driving force behind such enslavement is the commodification—read: made scarce—of  education 

itself by hegemonic forces who educate only to serve their own schemes and purposes (Wark, 2004) 

then it would stand to reason that constructing new educational structures that foster the free exchange 

of information and knowledge should result in education no longer being scarce, therefore no longer an 

act of enslavement. It is with this prospect in sight that the idea of harnessing the  “language of 

[internet] memes... a new visual way that people succinctly communicate emotions and opinions” 

(Stryker, 2011, loc. 301) and exploring its educational potential first came about. Along with the idea; a 

series of questions on how to develop such educational structures began to take shape as the main 

objective of my research: 

What would these structures look like? 

What kind of strategies should be undertaken to construct said structures?

How could these strategies evolve?

Could these strategies be made to evolve?

What are the practices that better inform said strategies?  

Lastly, what theoretical frameworks could house these practices?

As it very often is the case, the last question asked demands an answer first. As a first approach 

to do so, it can be argued that the memes' defining feature resides in their inherent communal nature; in  

other words a meme is only that if an entire community of carriers share it and infect each other with 

the particular nugget of cultural information—opinions and emotions—that is being addressed. As such 

any attempt to use memes as an educational tool must first establish itself within a solid theoretical  



framework that embraces and promotes community-based education as its most basic principle: Paulo 

Friere's Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970) is a perfect fit.

Friere's powerful exploration on the dialogical nature of human existence, which “cannot be 

silent. nor can it be nourished by false words. but only by true words. with which men and women 

transform the world” (p. 69) can very easily enter the fold of memetic theory; where words would 

become memes and the world transformed would take shape in a shared and reshaped cultural 

environment. Furthermore, his insistence that “founding itself upon love, humility, and faith, dialogue 

becomes a horizontal relationship of which mutual trust between dialoguers is the logical consequence” 

(p. 72) speaks to the ideal of an education process that can circumvent hierarchies and hegemonic 

relationships in order to avoid the enslavement Wark (2004) mentions.

Friere's outlook also promotes educational processes that must occur outside of the traditional 

educational institutions where “the truly humanist educator and the authentic revolutionary” (p. 75) can 

transform reality but must first engage in the dialogue described above via which both parties—the 

educator and the student—name the world around them in tandem, never as a vertical, top-down 

process, but always within a horizontal exercise. This horizontality can of course only occur if both 

educators and students are willing to enter a communal situation in which they are all likely to  

apprehend as much as they impart.

It is precisely the ideal of education within a community—and not institutional—context that I  

feel any attempt to harness memes as educational tools must adopt. After all, every bit of cultural  

information is indeed a potential meme; whether or not it fulfills this potential is entirely dependent on  

a community of users, carriers, copiers and receivers' action and reaction—or lack thereof—to the 

information presented. In this regard, a deeper recognition and understanding of a community, a deeper 

embedding by the educator within said community, will likely result in the creation of bits of 

information that might be better suited to become memes adept at serving as a multiplicity of originals  

to an ever expanding ocean of copies; the only true sign of meme success.



Of course, the process just described above can be very easily traced back—or perhaps 

forward? Up? Down? Sideways?—to the conceptual processes described by Gilles Deleuze and Felix 

Guattari (1987) referred to as rhizomatic. According to Deleuze and Guattari “any point of a rhizome 

can be connected to anything other, and must be,” later adding that “a rhizome ceaselessly establishes 

connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and circumstances related to the arts, 

science, and social struggles” (p. 7). This is precisely the ideal process by which memes can attack our 

shared cultural context and infect us all; turning us into carriers/copiers of the specified bits of cultural 

information. 

As to how the rhizomatic researcher should approach any research concerning rhizome-like 

processes Deleuze and Guattari (1987) suggest to “always follow the rhizome by rupture; lengthen, 

prolong, and relay the line of flight; make it vary, until you have produced the most abstract and 

tortuous of lines of n dimensions and broken directions” later adding that such investigator should also 

“write, form a rhizome, increase your territory by deterritorialization, extend the line of flight to the  

point where it becomes an abstract machine covering the entire plane of consistency” (p. 11). In other 

words, the only way to research rhizomes is to produce rhizomes and ride—write—shotgun with them.

Similarly I propose that to understand how to better employ memes as educational tools, I—the 

meme researcher—must produce, release and disseminate bits of cultural information with the intention

—the potential always present—of becoming memes themselves. Furthermore, since at this point my 

intent as a researcher and educator is to focus on memes of the internet variety and disseminate them 

through online social networks, which inherently behave in rhizomatic fashion; the ideas spoused by 

Deleuze and Guattari gain even more relevance. After all every internet meme lacks beginning and end,  

always grows from the middle and is perpetually becoming a new copy; a new bit of information in the 

cache memory of every hard drive it visits where it can be deconstructed and reconstructed anew. A 

new meme form made out from old content. A new meme that potentially mixes bits of information 

from every conceivable cultural realm: rhizomatic behavior of the remixed kind.



The remixed behavior that I am attempting to  engage in, theoretically and practically speaking,  

can easily incorporate some of the ideas put forward in Mark Amerika's RemixTheBook (2011). I am 

especially interested in Amerika's idea of source material everywhere, 

which gets me to thinking that the idea of 
a rich and mysterious and new [my emphasis]set of related experiences
... 
triggered by the making of things 
or as I would prefer the remixing of data 
may be a fallacy 
not in a negative way 
but in a fallacious way
let's call it the Novelty Fallacy
(pp. 10-11)

In many ways, the Novelty Fallacy that Amerika is talking about could be one of the many 

applications of the ever present becoming principle so prevalent in the rhizome theoretical framework, 

explored above. Furthermore, memes' rhizomatic behavior can also be understood in terms of their 

capacity to integrate bits of cultural information from a multitude of sources and concolidate them all  

into a singular, cohesive new form. In this way, it could be stated that memes can access

...the Source Material Everywhere
not as ideas or things
but as intertwingled agitations of force
(p. 79).

Such conceptualizations of memes in terms of their potential as remixed bits of rhizomatic 

culture can bring new dimensions of understanding to the idea of a shared cultural environment where 

every receiver can also impart; every participant can facilitate; every meme can educate. Taking these  

ideas a bit further, and compounding them with Friere's faith on dialogue as a path to education-as-

revolution will undoubtedly paint a clearer picture as to how educators might be able to harness memes 

as an educational tool that will potentially avoid the Wark's dire claim on the nature of education. Of 

course the specifics regarding the structures, strategies and practices of memes as education 

instruments still remain unanswered, but the theoretical universe they will inhabit is beginning to take 

shape.
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=========================================================================
Paper II
As the semester end draws near I continue to shape and reshape my research interests into a 

cohesive and coherent set of questions that I will attempt to answer. Overall, the questions remain in 

the realm of how can I—as an artist, facilitator and user/generator of digital content—foster a 

Read/Write Culture featuring free exchange between amateurs and professionals of content, aesthetics 

and strategies in a non-hierarchical structure where our shared cultural reality could be reshaped.

In this sense there are three theoretical approaches, covered so far, that I feel will play a large 

role. First off is Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970), particularly the dialogical quality in 

education spoused so fiercely in it. Freire suggests that “dialogue imposes itself as the way by which 

they (humans) achieve significance as human beings,” (p. 69) adding later on that “this dialogue cannot 

be reduced to the act of one person's 'depositing' ideas in another, nor can it become a simple exchange 

of ideas to be 'consumed' by the discussants.” (p. 70) It is exactly this type of dialogue that I am 

hopping to achieve in my research on how to foster the growth of a digital-media driven RW Culture by 

empowering amateurs into sharing their aesthetics, knowledge and experiences in order to write and 

not only consume—or be consumed by—the culture of professionalization and commerce that 

permeates our every mediated day.  In short a healthy RW Culture requires an ongoing dialogue where 

all parts involved—the amateur and the professional—initiate and maintain a process where the very 

'naming of the world' is at stake and it's explored utilizing all the different approaches and experiences 

at their disposal. Along with Freire's approach I must also note the importance of Augusto Boal's 

proposal for a Theater of the Oppressed where theater is utilized to engage audiences as active 

participants in reflecting and finding solutions for relevant social and communal issues in a fully 

democratic sentiment where every voice in every audience acquires value. Regarding digital media as a  

potential avenue for the precepts within Boal's proposal is the idea of turning users into generators of 

digital content; a basic tenant of the proponents of RW Culture.

Along the same line of uncovering the democratic potential in media is Walter Benjamin's 



marxist approach towards exploring The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction (1936),  

where he exalts the potential in film to dissect reality “because of its incomparably more precise (in  

comparison with  painting) statements of the (filmed) situation...” and “because it can be isolated more 

easily (than theater)” (p. 236). Almost 80 years later, this same statement could be made of digital  

media in comparison to all other media that came before. The easiness with which bits of information 

can be isolated and dissected with the aid of digital instruments is the main reason behind the still  

burgeoning practice of remix in every audiovisual sense of the word. Furthermore one can very easily 

draw direct connections between Benjamin's idea of aura and site specificity lost in works of art in the 

age he was reflecting upon and the intrinsic changes that the very practice of art making has gone 

through thanks to the advent of digital media in the last 3 or 4 decades.

Lastly, any research that plans to implement digital media practices and online community  

relationships to foster any kind of knowledge, information and experience exchange—AKA education 

practices—must acknowledge the influence of Deleuze and Guattari's (1980) concept of Rhizomes. I 

am particularly interested in the ways that, according to Deleuze and Guattari, “any point of a rhizome 

can be connected to anything other, and must be,” later adding that “a rhizome ceaselessly establishes 

connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and circumstances related to the arts, 

science, and social struggles” (p. 7). Ideally, this is the same type of growth that I envision for the 

strategies put into place as part of my research into finding ways to foster RW Culture practices. 

Furthermore I am also partial to their concept (if not their practice) of literature as an assemblage 

spousing no ideology but rather just presenting a specific—and hopefully fluid—set of strategies and 

practices—lines of flight?—that can present new forms of engaging the world, and by extension 

culture, around. Again, this is the type of structure—for lack of a better term—that I hope to build as a 

result of my research practices.  


